Interpersonal and Relational Psychoanalysis: *viva la difference*

Fall 2109
Tuesdays 11:45-12:45
15 West 72nd; 1-E

**Sept 10th  Critiquing the Critiques.**


**Sept. 17th "Interpersonal" Does not Necessarily Imply Interaction.**


**Sept 24th  What Exactly is “Intersubjectivity?**


**Oct 1st  Treatment Prescriptions: How can the Analyst be so sure? What would Sullivan/Levenson say?**


**Oct 8  Words Matter & Words as Matter**


**Oct 15th no class**

**Oct 22nd When Holding the Patient Slips out of your Grip: What did Winnicott miss?**


**Oct 29th To Shame or not to Shame: Acting Out and Setting Limits.**

Akhtar, S. (2013) Psychoanalytic Listening: Methods, Limits, and Innovations: Listening to Actions, Ch.3 57-80

Nov. 5 Being objective about Subjectivity


November 12th When Love does not Work